
MAMIE'S PRODUCTIVITY    

 TOOLKIT

ABOUT THE HABIT
Every morning, the first thing I do when I sit down to start working is plan my day. I review my
calendar (day and week) and make note of how much 'free' time I'll have to work on tasks as
well as anything I need to complete for an upcoming meeting. Then I review my open task list
and identify the top 3 priorities as well as any smaller tasks that I'd like to complete today. This
all gets noted in today's planning log which becomes my primary reference for the day.

WHY I LOVE THIS HABIT
Like many managers, I can easily get lost in the millions of projects and tasks I'm responsible
for. By reviewing my calendar and to-do list each morning, I'm able to keep my open task list up
to date and prioritize  how I spend my  time without anything falling through the cracks.

ABOUT THE HABIT
I know that working all the time won't make me more productive, so when I've hit my limit or
my brain isn't functioning at full speed, I stop trying to cram in more work. This means I tend
not to work after dinner (that's also family time) and I regularly take breaks (to go on a walk,
talk with a friend or family member, or prepare a meal.) I may work fewer hours, but I make

those hours count by staying focused on the most important priorities. 
 

WHY I LOVE THIS HABIT
I love spending time on things that aren't work without feeling guilty that I should be doing
more. There is a symbiotic relationship between being at my best during the workday and

refueling through other activities I enjoy (including sleeping!) 

ABOUT THE HABIT
I follow a few principles from Inbox Zero that help me keep my inboxes under control. First, I
check email at scheduled times when I know I'll be able to clear things. Second, I touch an email
once. As soon as it's opened, it gets a reply, turned into a task, or archived/deleted. I turned off
all email notifications, including those on my phone so I won't be tempted to go into email
when I shouldn't be. Lastly, every few months if I've let emails pile up, I archive everything older
than 60 days (because honestly, I'm never going to look at it) and then deal with anything that
remains.

WHY I LOVE THIS HABIT
Email can easily zap an entire day. Yikes! These practices help me stay on top of email without
letting it become a constant distraction.

MY FAVORITE PRODUCTIVITY HABITS AND TOOLS
THAT ANY MANAGER CAN ADOPT

DAILY PLANNING

DONT OVERDO IT

MANAGE THE INBOX

Stop when you've hit your productivity limit

Determine your most important tasks for the day

Don't let email take over

go-to^

HABITS



ABOUT THIS TOOL
More than two years ago I purchased a ReMarkable tablet because I just love taking notes by
hand but hate going through so much paper. Since then, the tablet has become my best friend.
It feels just like paper yet allows me to digitize and organize my notes. I can't flip through the
pages like a traditional notebook, but a decent folder system solved that problem for me.

WHY I LOVE THIS TOOL
No matter how many digital note taking apps I've tried, nothing compares to taking notes by
hand. But I hated having to re-type notes later in order to save them for future reference. The
ReMarkable tablet allows me to easily send PDFs of my notes and converts my handwriting to
text so I can save my notes in any digital location I need.

ABOUT THE TOOL
If I can make a template, checklist or worksheet, I've made it (both for professional and

personal uses.) My daily planner, podcast shownotes, meeting agenda, even emails I
frequently write are all templates. I use Google Docs (who doesnt?), Briskine (for emails), and

Canva (for PDF templates I can load onto my ReMarkable tablet)..
 

WHY I LOVE THIS TOOL
Why spend precious brain power trying to remember or recreate things when a document

can do it for you!  Plus, having a standard structure simplifies and streamlines the work even
more so you and your team can work more efficiently.

ABOUT THE TOOL
I typically use the timer tool on my watch or phone, but any timer will do the trick. I set
timers when I need a little motivation to get started. ("Just do 20 minutes of this and then
you can take a fun break.") Or, when I have a meeting coming up and I don't want to be late
because I was lost in the flow. I even set timers to remind myself to do things like tell my
kids to get off their iPads.

WHY I LOVE THIS TOOL
Timers are so easy to use and they free up your brain to focus on other things. Unlike alerts,
they keep buzzing so they are harder to miss or ignore. 

REMARKABLE TABLET

TEMPLATES OF ALL SORTS

A TIMER

If it's done more than once, templatize it!

The one place to keep all my notes

Tiny tool with so many uses
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